We Support Your Projects through PPP-PFI Approaches

As one of the leading general construction consultants in Japan with a dedicated PPP-PFI division, CTI Engineering helps you smoothly carry out PPP-PFI projects, building on its extensive know-how and experience gained through various infrastructure projects.

**Improvement of public buildings utilizing PPP-PFI approaches**
- Best use of PPP-PFI approaches
- From feasibility study to monitoring

**Maintenance and management of parks through introduction of private-sector initiatives**
- Help you create spaces of relaxation

**Introduction of a concession approach**
- Support you in introducing the approach suited to each infrastructure

**Effective use of river spaces**
- Support you in revitalizing the waterside

**Effective use of road spaces**
- Support you in revitalizing towns

**Clean energy generation**
- Support private-public initiatives for clean energy generation
**Effective use of road**

We support private-public initiatives for the revitalization of towns by private initiatives by making effective use of sidewalks, etc., effective use of spaces above and under expressways, diverse use of station squares and open promenades, etc.

**Effective use of river space**

We support private-public initiatives for the revitalization of watersides with waterside cafes, pleasure boats, etc.

* In a consortium with NPOs, etc., we are running a water sightseeing business on eco-friendly electric boats, etc.

**Maintenance and management of parks through introduction of private-sector initiatives**

We support you in effectively and efficiently creating relaxing places in parks by introducing new approaches to the maintenance and management of parks, such as naming rights and designated manager system.
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**Clean energy generation**

We support projects by private-public initiatives such as the installation of solar power generation systems in public facilities, small hydroelectric generation along rivers, and clean energy facilities on unused or barely used public land.

**Introduction of concession approaches**

Concession is a new approach that involves granting private operators rights to operate parking lots, toll roads, etc. to utilize their funds and know-how. We can help you introduce this approach in ways suited to the characteristics of each infrastructure.

**Improvement of public buildings utilizing PPP-PFI approaches**

Upon the reconstruction of local government buildings, schools, etc., we support you through the whole project from the feasibility of PPP-PFI approaches utilizing private-initiative funds and know-how, to providing advice and conducting monitoring.